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Introduction

Maintaining data integrity of your TMF throughout the trial lifecycle is 
challenging.

We believe the key to success is to: 
a.  prepare for archiving throughout the whole data lifecycle 
b.  employ recognised standards such as the eTMF Reference Model 
c.  take a quality and risk-based approach at all stages including archiving 
d.  apply recognised digital preservation good practice
e.  embody this in a well thought out Data Management Plan / eTMF plan 
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Defining a risk-based approach for the whole 
trial lifecycle

Jim Markley, Just In Time GCP 



Clinical Trial Data is not just your database

All trial content 
extended to GCP 

inspection parameters

GCP-related content, that can be 
managed outside of TMF scope

Other business records

Trial 
Content 
Baseline 

Other trial-related records 
that “permit  evaluation of 
the conduct of the trial and 
quality of data produced”

Supporting files e.g. 
computer SDLC files; GMP 
manufacturing files; 
vendor selection files

Minimum list of essential 
documents, as defined by 
ICH GCP, E6 Chapter  8



TMF

Investigator Site File (ISF)

Study Inboxes

eTMF
• Sponsor held
• CRO held

CRO / Vendor Systems
• IRT
• Safety Database
• CTMS

Sponsor Systems
• SharePoint/Network Drives
• QMS
• LMS

Where is your Clinical Trial Data Stored?



What is the Clinical Trial Data Lifecycle?

Create Store Use Publish Archive Destroy

The end of the trial is 
not the time to figure 
out what you are going 
to do with your data!

PI signs a 
Financial 

Disclosure 
Form

FDF gets 
filed in the 

eTMF

FDF is used 
to 

determine 
the need 
for any 

disclosure

FDFs 
provided to 
Regulatory 

Authority as 
needed

FDFs held 
in an 

archive 
location for 

required 
time frame

Records 
destroyed



The end of the trial is not the time to figure out what 
you are going to do with your data!

• ICH E6 (R3) emphasizes the need to incorporate “Quality by Design” into all 
elements of clinical trials. This means that Critical Processes and Data should 
be identified and there should be a plan for:

• What is produced as evidence of Critical Processes and Data?

• Where will it be stored?

• How will it be used?

• What does oversight look like?

• When is it time to archive your data?

• How do you archive your data?

We recommend performing a Risk Assessment to help determine what is 
critical, which can then be leveraged to develop your Risk Based Approach.



The Basis of a Robust TMF Strategy

• Company Level
• Business Rules should be developed to set quality standards across programs

• At the beginning of the study:
• A Risk Assessment should be performed to identify Critical Processes, Data, and 

Documents.

• A TMF Plan should be developed for managing the TMF and defining the risk based oversight 
strategy

• A TMF Index should be developed that outlines where all relevant content will be held

• Throughout the life of the study:
• Periodic reviews should be performed to help identify any trends in what is being observed 

and help ensure missing content is collected in a timely manner

• At the end of the study:
• A final review should be completed to serve as a quality oversight sign off on the finalized 

data



Risk Based Approach Example

Risk Assessment TMF Plan TMF Index

Scope of Oversight 
Review always 

includes crosscheck 
of individuals 

performing this 
assessment against 

their training 
documentation.

Clearly delineates 
where training 

documents are being 
filed and who is 

responsible for filing 
them

Primary Endpoint 
requires assessment 
by trained raters and 
therefore evidence 
of their training is 

critical.



Oversight Reviews

• An Oversight Review should be a risk based 

approach determined by your risk 

assessment. 

• It may include a check for expected content 

that should be present by a specific milestone 

focused around higher risk content.

• It is done in a cyclical manner throughout the 

life of the study to ensure expected content is 

filed correctly 

• Issues identified during the review and 

discussed with content owners

Prepare for 
Periodic Review

Conduct Review

Discuss Issues & 
Outcomes with 

Content Owners

Monitor Progress



Leveraging Technology to Oversee Risk

• Leverage reporting & dashboard to perform high level logic checks 
to identify areas where additional review may be needed

• Leverage focused reports to pull only the documents/scope of review

Reporting & Dashboards

• Create and maintain placeholders to ensure missing or expected 
documents get resolved 

• Management of Expected Document Lists can help inform sites or 
artifacts that require deeper review

• Triggering of Milestones & Events can be customized to ensure that 
your high risk content is being actively tracked in the system

Features & Functionality



Preparing for Archive

Create

• Is there still 
data being 
created or 
collected?

Store

• Has all 
created 
data been 
stored?

• Is there any 
backlog of 
uploads?

Use

• Are there 
any 
additional 
changes or 
updates to 
the data 
needed?

• Are 
workflows 
completed?

• Are there 
any QI’s/ 
Queries 
open?

Publish 

• Has all data 
been 
finalized 
and shared 
with the 
relevant 
parties?

Archive Destroy

• Are you 
prepared to 
provide 
inspector 
access to 
each of these 
locations?

• If content is 
held with 
vendors, how 
long will the 
vendors hold 
this content 
for you?

• Will the 
content and 
audit trails be 
preserved?

Remember that authoritative source 
data exists in a variety of locations!



Archiving, Digital Preservation, 
and long-term Data Integrity

Matthew Addis, Arkivum



Regulations and Guidelines

• GxP Data Integrity applies to all stages of the data lifecycle, including archiving

• Archived data is subject to:

• Long term retention, e.g. 25 years for TMF (can be 30 years)

• ALCOA+ principles

• Risk based approaches and QbD

• Computerised Systems Validation

• Supplier Qualification

2023 EMA guidelines on computerized systems for clinical data



Long-term ingest, storage, 
preservation, management 

and access.

Funding, staff, 
skills and expertise

Preservation strategy, 
processes, procedures

Digital Preservation

http://www.dpworkshop.org/dpm-eng/eng_index.html

“the series of managed 

activities necessary to ensure 

continued access to digital 

materials for as long as 

necessary”

Digital Preservation Coalition



Archiving and Preservation Are Not The Same!

• Place where data is held for safe keeping

• Data is typically read-only

• Backed up

• Restricted access

• Kept ‘as-is’ with no changes or updates

• Sometimes held within a live system, e.g. 

after data is ‘locked’

• Often treated as the digital equivalent of 

‘boxes of paper in a storage facility’

• Not a viable solution for data that needs 

to be readable and usable for 25 years!

vs.

• Long-term safe storage with fixity checks

• Data Integrity checks and management 

(files, metadata, audit trails)

• Technology watch and management of 

technical obsolescence

• Preservation actions so content maintains 

its meaning and remains usable

• Metadata ensures content is documented, 

discoverable and usable

• Evidence of ongoing data integrity and 

application of digital preservation

• All the processes, techniques and systems 

for indefinite retention and use 

Data Archiving Digital Preservation



Consequences / 
Impact of a Data 
Integrity Failure
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Application 
of LTDP

• Health and safety of study 
participants and patients

• Failed Inspections, CAPAs
• Rejection or delay to 

marketing application

• Removal of drug from market
• Financial penalties

• Quality issues with products
• Cost of doing repeat work

• Cost of doing additional work

• Reputational damage
• Delayed sale or MNA

• Ethical issues

GxP Data Integrity: 
Risk Management



Assets: Data and Systems

• GCP critical

• GCP non-critical

• Other GxP

• Business records

• Retention periods

• ATMP 30 years

• MDR 10 years

Other trial-related records that 
“permit evaluation of the 

conduct of the trial and quality 
of data produced”

Supporting files e.g. computer SDLC files; 
GMP manufacturing files; vendor selection 

files

Other business records

Essential 
Documents
ICH E6 (R2)

https://www.diaglobal.org/en/resources/tools-and-downloads#Trial-Master-File



Live Systems, Migrations, Consolidated Archive

Consolidated Archive 

and LTDP 

Environment

Live Systems

Data Migration

Live systems become end of life systems

Live systems always seem to grow in number

Leaving data in live systems is a risk multiplier

Migrations are a risk, but also 

an opportunity to check and 

document Data Integrity

Manage risks in a consistent way

Specialist staff, systems and services

But can’t just sit back and hope for the 

best!



Challenges When Trying to Achieve Long Term ALCOA+

Legible and Traceable

•Will documents and data be 
readable after 30 years?

•Can the audit trail be used 
to recreate events from 30 
years ago?

•Is there documentation so 
someone can still 
understand the data?

•Will you be locked into 
proprietary / legacy formats 
and software?

Enduring

•Can data become corrupted 
or lost when it is being 
stored?

•Will data become spread 
across and locked into 
many EoL systems? 

•Is the data immutable and 
can attempts to change it 
be detected?

•Are there controls over who 
can remove or delete data?

Attributable, Accurate, 
Contemporaneous 

•Can timestamps be altered?

•Is the audit trail permanent?

•Will signatures always 
validate?

•Can any deletions or 
changes go unnoticed or 
unapproved?

• Can data integrity issues 

go undetected during 
transfers or archiving?

• Can you prove the entire 

TMF (structure, files, 
metadata, audit logs) is 

complete?
• Can you prove migrations 

(formats, systems, people) 

were successful?

Available (25 years)

• Can data be discovered easily (metadata)?

• Can data be retrieved quickly (ready access)?
• Is everything documented?

• Will data become spread across lots of legacy systems and be impossible to find?

• Does BCDR cover cyberattacks, vendors going bust, disasters in the cloud?
• Are there sufficient budget, staff and skills to sustain the archive?

Complete, Correct



Digital Preservation: Good Practice and Maturity Models 

• Good practice: internationally recognised and tested

• Practical and specific things to do in the real world

• Created by organisations with decades of experience

• Covers all the bases

• Organisation (e.g. people and skills)

• Resources (e.g. business cases and sustainability)

• Technology (e.g. systems and processes)

Levels of Digital Preservation

https://www.dpconline.org/digipres/dpc-ram

https://www.coretrustseal.org/

https://ndsa.org/publications/levels-of-digital-preservation/



https://www.dpconline.org/digipres/dpc-ram



ALCOA++: Enduring and Available

• Store multiple copies of data (files, metadata, audit trails, documentation)

• Different geographically separated locations

• Different types/tiers/classes of storage technology or services

• Immutable data with controlled access and audit trails of any changes 

• Initial and periodic data checks (using checksums)

• Storage risk assessment and migration plans

• Automated data replication and monitoring

• BCDR and exit strategy, e.g. if a vendor or system fails

Example 1: Bit Preservation



ALCOA++: Legible and Complete

• Document the formats of your data

• Perform Risk Assessment

• File format conversion: migration / normalisation

• Software preservation: emulation, virtualization

• Use CDISC Standards, e.g. eTMF RM and EMS

• Validate format migrations, e.g. dynamic data

• Include LTDP in DMP / eTMF plan

https://github.com/usnationalarchives/digital-preservation/blob/master/Digital_Preservation_Risk_Matrix

Example 2: Content Preservation



File Format Risk Assessment

• Perform Risk Assessment

• Proprietary format? 

• Open specification or standard?

• Widely adopted? Currently supported?

• Available tools/applications?

• Patents/licensing issues?

https://github.com/usnationalarchiv es/digital-preserv ation/blob/master/Digital_Preservation_Risk_Matrix



Levels of Digital 

Preservation

https://picscheme.org/docview/3444

Summary



Thank You!
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